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We discuss in the adiabatic approximation the exchange interaction of a metastable atom with a 
hydrogenlike atom and with an atom having two electrons above the filled shells. An analysis is made of 
the mechanisms of inelastic autoionization of quasimolecules, i.e., ionization accompanied by formation of 
an electronically excited quasimolecular ion. Formulas are obtained for the widths, and the cross sections 
for inelastic and two-electron Penning ionization are evaluated. A relation is established between the 
asymmetry of the electron angular distribution and the elastic scattering of atoms. The complex quantum 
effect of quasimolecular Rydberg crowding is calculated in terms of a model of interacting scattering 
centers, with account taken of the existence of a pseudocrossing in the ionic term system. The effect of 
exchange interaction on the probability of a nonadiabatic transition between decaying states is discussed. 

1. The PeIllling effect, i.e., iOnization of an atomic 
particle A in a thermal collision with an excited atom 
B* (for the condition that the excitation energy of atom 
B*, wB, exceeds the ionization potential of particle A, 
fA): 

(1) 

plays an important role in many phenomena of the phys
ics of low temperature plasma. The cross sections for 
ionization by metastable helium atoms, for example, in 
many cases reach values [1) of the order 10-15_10- 14 cm2• 
Process (1) is responsible for the variation of the con
centration of charged particles in a decaying plasma/2) 
substantially affects the afterglow of gases in radiolysis, 
photolysis, passage of shock waves, and so forth. A pro
cess close to (l)-de-excitation of a mesic atom BlT as 
the result of ionization of atomic particles-plays an 
important role in the dynamics of excited states of 
mesic molecules. [3) In recent years PeIllling spectro
scopy has been successfully developed, i.e., spectro
scopy of quasimolecular states, based on measurement 
of the energy spectra and angular distributions of the 
liberated electrons. [4-7) 

The theoretical basis of work on Penning spectro
scopy is the representation of process (1) as the auto
ionization of quasimolecules, accompanied by a vertical 
electronic transition from the decaying state AB* (the 
term U*(R» to one of the states of the electronic con
tinuum whose lower limit is the ground term of the 
quasimolecular ion AB+ (U+(R)) (Fig. 1). In the semi
classical approximation according to this representa
tion the cross section for process (1) and the electron 
spectrum neE) can be found after summation over the 
impact parameters p respectively of the total proba
bility P(P) and differential probability P(E, p) for ion
ization of the quasimolecule: [e, 7) 

-
a=2n S P(p)p dp, . -

n(E)=2"W S P(E,p)p dp. 
• 

Here W is the energy of relative motion of the nuclei, 
J.1. is the reduced mass, e = h = m = 1, 

P(p)= S P(R,p)dR, 
R""II{P) 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

2f(R) ( S~ f(R)dR) (S - f(R)dR) 
P(R,p)= v(p,R) exp - R.,,,") v(p,R) ch R.,,,,,, v(p,R) , (5) 

P(E,p)= {"1 P,(R"p) /~(U'(R)-U+(R») 1-' . (6) 4- dR It-Ri(B) 

Here Rmin(P) is the classical turning point, v(p, R) is 
the radial velocity of relative motion of the nuclei, and 
Ri (e) are the roots of the equation 

U'(R)-U+(R)=E (7) 

(E is the energy of the liberated electron). The cross 
section and the spectrum are determined first of all 
by the probability of an electronic transition per unit 
time r(R) (the autoionization width), calculation of 
which comprises the central problem of the theory/) 
For a resonance-excited atom B* the exchange of en
ergy with particle A leading to removal of an electron 
is due to the long range dipole-dipole interaction. In 
this case r ~ R-e and is expressed in terms of the char
acteristics of the corresponding optical transitions of 
the isolated atoms: the radiative transition to the ground 
state of atom B and photoionization of atom AY' 9-11) 

However, as a result of the small lifetime of resonance 
excited states, this process has not yet been observed 
experimentally, and all data obtained up to the present 
time on Penning ionization refer to metastable atoms 
Bm. In these cases the exchange interaction is respon
sible for the autoionization and 

(8) 

The dependence (8) is directly confirmed by analysis of 
the experimental spectra(12) and by the results of the 
few calculations which exist for the simplest systems 
(HHem and HemHem).[13-14) For metastable atoms of 
the inert gases, which have rather high excitation en
ergies (~10-20 eV), in addition to elastic Penning 
ionization (1), inelastic ionization is also energetically 
pOSSible, i.e., ionization accompanied by formation of 
the excited atom ~ (refs. lfr.17) (n is the index of the 
excited state of the ion): 

A+B"'-A.++e+B (9) 

or by removal of two electrons at once:[17) 

A+B"'-A+++2e+B. (10) 

Processes (9) and (10) not only present great practical 
interest (process (9), for example, explains the forma-
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tion of a population inversion of the levels in continu
ously actin~ lasers operating in vapors of alkaline earth 
metals (18-19 ), but also broadens substantially the possi
bilities of Penning spectroscopy. These processes are 
being intensively studied at the present time experimen
tally, but up to this time they have not been discussed 
theoretically. Analysis of the mechanisms of inelastic 
Penning ionization is the main content of the present 
article. 

2. If in a system of terms U+(R), U~(R) (the ground 
state and n-th excited state of the quasi molecular ion), 
Ua.i·(R) (the term correlating at infinity with autoioni
zation of the level of the atom A), and Um(R) (correlat
ing at infinity with the initial metastable state of the 
atom Bm) there is no pseudocrossing, I.e., for all inter
nuclear distances the following condition is satisfied, 

U+(R)<U.+(R)<Um(R)<ua.i. (R), (11) 

then the main mechanism of process (9) and (10) is inel
astic auto ionization of the quasimolecule, i.e., a vertical 
electronic transition to levels of the corresponding con
tinua whose lower limits are the terms U~ (R) (Fig. 2). 
The cross section and spectrum in this case are des
cribed by Eqs. (2)--(6) with replacement in the pre
exponential factors of the total width r(R) by the par
tial widths rf(R) which determine the final state of the 
system. 

Turning our attention below to cases of hydrogen like 
atoms and atoms with two electrons above filled shells 
(atoms A), for the probability of inelastic autoioniza
tion accompanied by emission of an electron in the di
rection of the vector k and by a formation of an ion A+ 
in the n-th state (f == (k, n)), we have in the leading ap
proximation 

r,=dr.ld!J.=1'2EIJll.(k) I', (12) 

M. (k) = f d6 dr, dr,ll> A' (r,s) CP; .. (r,) V"CPBO (r,) 'I' ~~) (r" s). ( 13) 

Here V12 is the interelectron interaction; ~A(r1~) is the 
wave function of atom A in the initial state (r1 is the 
coordinate of the electron being exchanged); <"IBm (r2) 
is the wave function of the electron of the metastable 
atom Bm; <PBO is the wave function of the electron in 
the ground state of atom B; ~rik is the wave function 
of the system in the final state: i.e., the eigenfunction 
of the Hamiltonian 

(14) 

Here HA+m is the Hamiltonian of the atomic ion A+; 
VeBO and V eA + are the interaction of the electron with 
the unexcited atom B and with the ion A+ , respectively. 

FIG. I FIG. 2 

FIG. I. Autoionization of quasimolecules (see explanations in text). 
FIG. 2. Channels of elastic autoionization r oCR) and inelastic auto

ionization r nCR) of a quasimolecule (see explanations in text). 
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The wave function ~~lk satisfies the Lippman-Schwinger 
equation: ' 

'I',~";i =F. m exp {ik.r} +Gr)"(V'A'+ V' ilO ) 'I' ;;\ (15) 

i.e., has a converging spherical wave at infinity. The 
Green's function of the free electron and ion has the 
form 

G'-)= (E+~- 11 .)-' = '\'I F "(~)F mexp{-ik.lr-r'l} (16) 
o ~ A ~ 11 • n 2nlr-r'! ' 

WA+n is the excitation energy of the ion (wA+ = 0), and 
Fn (~) is the corresponding wave function of the ion. 

Effects of multiple scattering of the electron in atom 
B are unimportant in 1he case considered. Their contri
bution is of order l/R (l is the amplitude for scattering 
of the electron in atom B), i.e., of the order 0.1; these 
effects are not considered below. If necessary the cor
responding corrections can be found. (20,211 

In the single-particle approximation 

WA(r, sl=W(r)F(s), (18) 

M.(k)=M .. ") (k)+M.") (k), (19) 

M~!) (k) =<FIF.> S dr.dr,ll>· (r,) CPB': (r,) V12cpBO(r,) 'I'~~: (r,), (20) 

M~')(k)= 1: <FiF.·> f dr,dr,dr,'dsll>·(r,)cpilm"(r.)· 

.' 
(21) 

Here ljf Ck is the Coulomb wave function of the electron 
in the fiela of the ion A+, which has a converging spheri
cal wave in the asymptote, G<C is the Coulomb Green's 
function, ueA+ is the non diagonal (in the ion states) part 
of the total electron-ion interaction (UeA+ -l/r = VeA+)' 

The two separated terms correspond to two different 
mechanisms of inelastic autoionization of the quasimole
cule. The first term, which is important for strong cor
relation of the electrons in atom A, corresponds to the 
possibility of direct inelastic autoionization, i.e., exci
tation of the ion A+ at the moment of a sudden change 
in the self consistent potential of atom A due to removal 
of an electron. The second term, Mri21 , corresponds to 
excitation of the ion on secondary scattering in it of the 
electron liberated at the moment of de-excitation of the 
metastable atom Bm. An exact calculation of Mg1(k) and 
Mit (k) with the use of many-electron wave functions is 
possible only for the Simplest system. [1s, 141 

If the conditions 

(22) 

are satisfied (€Bm and €BO are the ionization potentials 
of atom B respectively in the metastable and ground 
states) the matrix elements (20) and (21) permit sub
stantial simplifications in general form. For atomic sys
tems in ty~ical cases R ~ 7-10, Rv'€Bm ~ 5-7, and 
(€A/EBp)1 2 ~ 0.5-0.3. For excited, for example, metas
table[22 atoms A, the conditions (22) are better satis
fied. It should also be noted that the basic formulas ob
tained below in this section as a particular case con
tain results applicable to processes of destruction of 
negative ions by metastable atoms: 

A-+Bm-+A+c+B. 
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As a rule the conditions (22) are well satisfied for ionic 
systems. 

For the pair H-Hem, for example, we have the para
meter (EA-/EBo) - 0.15. If the conditions (22) are satis
fied, it is easy to obtain for the first term (see the simi
lar derivation for the level shift, carried out in ref. 23). 

( 23) 

Here R = (RB -RA) is the radius vector of atom B rela
tive to atom Aj 

gn= J dr,dr 2<jJB': (r,) V"<jJBO (r,) exp {-ipnr,} (24) 

is the generalized amplitude for exchange de-excitation 
of atom Bm by an electron of zero energy ~/2 f k~/2 
= wBm), Pn = knR/R. In typical cases k~ Rl ko and gn Rl go, 
i.e., it is close to the physical (experimentally observed) 
amplitude for breakup of a metastable atom by a slow 
electron. 

In the case discussed the angular distribution of elec
trons liberated for a fixed location of the nuclei is des
cribed by the Coulomb wave function 'MCk centered on 
the nucleus of atom A and taken at the point of location 
of atom B: 

N(B, R) =const]F(-ilk, 1, -i(kR+kR» ]'. (25) 

We can say that atom B is in effect the "source" of the 
"liberated s electrons. 

For small k (in the quasiclassicallimit) 

N(B, R) =constlo' (2 V 2R (1+ ~)). k<1. (26) 

The observed angular distribution of electrons corres
ponds to the distribution (25) averaged with a weight 
r(R) over interatomic distances and impact parameters 
P. The result of this averaging depends substantially 
on the nature of the elastic scattering of the atoms. Be
low we will limit ourselves to analysis of two limiting 
cases, of which one corresponds to the dominant role 
of attractive !orces, and the second to repulsive forces. 
Taking into account the form of the distributions (25) and 
(26), it can easily be seen that in the first case the elec
trons are emitted preferentially into the backward hemi
sphere (in a direction opposite to the beam of metastable 
ions B[24]). The dominant role of repulsive forces is 
felt in the preferential emission of electrons forward 
(i.e., in the direction of the beam). The asymmetry par
ameter y = N(01ab)/N(1801ab), i.e., the ratio of the num
ber of electrons emitted along the beam to the number 
of electrons emitted in the opposite direction, can be 
found in the general case in the approximation of small 
scattering angles (large impact parameters, which give 
the main contribution to the cross section of the process). 
Assuming for the interatomic potential a power function 
um(R) = a/Rn, we have 

(27) 

(v is the relative velocity of the nuclei). In terms of the 
opposite model of hard spheres, taking into account that 
the main contribution in inter,ation over R is from the 
vicinity of the turning point, 6,7] we have for the ob
served angular distribution of electrons 

Ro 2l'l Z II, 

N(Blab)=constJpdPJ d<jJl,'(2'I'R;h[ 1+(1- :.,) COSBlab 
, , 
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P ]'1') + R. sin Blab cos Ij> (28) 

(Ro is the combined radius of the spheres, Ro ~ 10 (ref. 
7)). 

The asymmetry of the angular distribution arises 
from the term with cos Blab under the radical sign in 
the argument of the Bessel function and is retained even 
as Ro _0(). The asymptotic value of y in this case is 
y = 21/2/(2112 -1) - 3. The relative probability of forma
tion of an ion in the n-th excited state is determined in 
this case by the overlap integral of the wave functions 
of the "ionic" electrons F(~) and Fn(~), which can be 
evaluated independently or reproduced from data on 
"inelastic" ionization of the atom A by fast elec-
trons: [25-27] 

e+A ..... 2e+A.+. (29) 

The ratio of the inelastic auto ionization width r n to the 
elastic width r 0 in this case is equal to the ratio of the 
cross sections for formation of the excited ion A~ in 
the process (29) a~ to the cross section for ionization 
without excitation a~: rn/ro -a~/aY.= wh. The mechan
ism discussed provides to the cross section for proces
ses (9) and (10) a contribution -wna( 1), where 0'(1) is 
the cross section for elastic Penning ionization (process 
(1)), which increases logarithmically with decrease of 
the velocity of collision of the atomsYJ 

For atoms with a weak correlation of the exchanged 
electron 

(F(s) /Fnm>=/)no. 

The possibility of formation of an excited ion in this 
case is due to secondary scattering of the electron by 
the ion A+ (the term MA2) (k)). If the conditions (22) are 
satisfied, we have 

M~') (k) = J /l6dr,dr,'I(r,)Fo" mGt) (r,r,' E) U'A' 'I' ~;). (r,', s), (30) 

where 
l(r,) = J dr,tIl' (r,)Ij>Bm' (r,) V,,<jJB' (r,) "" 

""tIl' (Ri J dr,<jJBm' (r,) V .. Ij>B,.(r,) , E=WB-8A. 

The function I(r2) has a maximum in the vicinity of 
atom B and is exponentially damped at distances of the 
order EB~' The interaction ueA+ non diagonal in the 
states of the ion is, on the contrary, maximal in the 
vicinity of the ion and for optically forbidden transi
tions (which present special interest [16 1) falls off quite 
rapidly with increasing r2. 

The main contribution in integration over r2 and r2 
in Eq. (30) is from the two nonoverlapping regions of 
variation of the variables r2 and rt We can assume 
that r2 > rf and express Mri2)(k) in terms of the physical 
amplitudes for scattering of the electron by ion A+ and 
atom B. The accuracy of this approximation, naturally, 
is greater, the larger R, i.e., the accuracy increases 
with decreasing velocity of the atoms. Expanding itt) 
and GE) in spherical functions relative to the center of 
the ion, we find 

M~') (k) = g,tIl~(R) .E (2l+1)x,'-) (kR)a,.'(k)P, e;)· (31) 
I 

Here go is the amplitude for exchange de-excitation of 
Bm by a slow electron, abn(k) is the partial amplitude 
for inelastic scattering of an electron with energy k2/2 
by ion A+, :'/[) is the irregular solution of the radial 
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1 b t t · 1 (-) ~ ikr Schrlldinger equation with a Cou om po en la X e 

The angular distribution (asymmetric in the general 
case) depends on the specifiC values of afm (k). The p~o
bability of inelastic autoionization and the cross section 
for inelastic Penning ionization in the ratio a~ /R~ are 
less than the cross section for process (1), 
Ro ~ aAIn (a A/v). Here a~ is the cross section for ex
citation of the n-th state of ion A + by electron impact 

(32) 

formation of excited ions corresponding to the presence 
of a "hole" in the d shell. (12) If the excitation energy 
of this ion exceeds its ionization potential (this occurs, 
for example, for Y and Ce), then subsequent Auger ion
ization leads to formation of the ion A++. The cross sec
tion for process (10) in this case should be much greater 
than that estimated above for Ba, close to characteristic 

10-15 2 for process (1), i.e., should have a value ~ cm • 
This also explains the fact that under experimental con
ditions(17) two-electron Penning ionization has been 
noted only for Y and Ceo 

We will use the results obtained to estimate the role of 3. The approach and crossing at small distances of 
various mechanisms and the cross sections for pro- terms of excited states of the quasimolecule with the 
cesses (9) and (10) occurring in interaction of atom[s ) ground term of the ion (see Fig. 3) leads to an interest-

bl h 1· t 12,15-17 (29) 
of the second group with ~etasta .e e lum a oms. . ing phenomenon recently observed for the atoms Rb 
The relative yields of varlOUS exclted sta.tes of the lOns (26) and Ar-the Penning effect in collision of unexcited atoms 
Zn+, Cd+, Hg+ in process (29) h.ave be~ g~ve~ by Hyma~. A and B. On close approach, in addition to the ground 
The cross sections fO.r excitatlOn and lOnlZa?2~ of POS1~ state of the Penning type ABm (the term Um(R)) there 
tive ions by electron lmp~ct are .well ~o~n. Accor~mg will also be populated to a comparable degree many 
to these data the probability of ~mgle lOnlZation. of ~ dl- excited states which form the Rydberg crowding, whose 
valent atom accompanied by a slmultaneous exc~tatlOn terms um(R) at infinity correlate with states of a system 
of the second s electron in the closest s~te.nl, l.e., the of the ty~e AriBm (here n is the index of the excited atom 
quantity wn and, consequently, the contrlbutlOn of the A). For small R these terms have the form 
first mechanism discussed to the cross section for pro-
cesses of type (9), has the following values: ~5% for 
An = 0, l = 1; ~ 2%for An = 1, l = 0; ~l%for An = 0, 
l = 2· and ~0.1% for An = 0, I = 3 of the total cross sec
tion for process (1) u(l) ~ 10-15 cm2 (ref. 1). Typical 
values of the energy WB -EA are 10-15 eV. The corres
ponding cross sections for the processes (30) for ions 
of divalent atoms have values (27) 10- 16_10- 17 cm2• For 
Ro ~ 5-7 atomic units, this gives <1WR~ ~ (2-5) x 10-2• 

Thus, the cross sections for processes of inelastic 
Penning ionization accompanied by minimal change of the 
quantum numbers of the second valence electron of the 
atoms Hg, Ca, Sr, and Ba receive commensurate con
tributions from the two mechanisms discussed. Corres
pondingly, the cross sections for formation of 2Sj and 
2p. ions in process (9) amount to 7-10% of the cross sec
tidn for process (1). The existing experimental data con
firm this conclusion. For mercury, for example, accor
ding to the data of ref. 12, the cross section for the pro
cess 

Hg+Hem---Hg+ ('p,,j+e+He 

amounts to 8--15% of the total ionization cross section. 

For larger excitations corresponding to larger 
changes in the quantum numbers of the second electron 
and to formation of 2Dj and 2Fj ions, the contribution of 
the second mechanism discussed is dominant. Secondary 
scattering of the electron by the ion A+ determines also 
the cross section for two-electron Penning ionization 
(10) of divalent atoms of the main subgroup Ca, Sr, and 
Ba. For the Ba atom, for example, the cross section 
for removal of two s electrons in collision with a metas
table helium atom is ~3 x 10-17 cm2 (E ~ 15 eV, the 
cross section for ionization of Ba+ by electron impact 
is a++ - 0.7 X 10-16 cm2 (ref. 27), a(l) - 10- 15 cm2). 

The mechanisms discussed for inelastic autoioniza
tion of quasimolecules are the main ones at suffiCiently 
large internuclear distances where direct exchange of 
internal electrons can be neglected. In some cases (for 
atoms of the secondary subgroups of the second and 
third group, for example) direct exchange of d electrons, 
whose "tail" extends appreciably further than the p 
electrons of the filled shells, (28) may be dominant. In 
similar cases there is a high probability (~100%) for 
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U;" (R)~U~'" (R) -1I2(n+.'1 (R))" R«:.2n', (33) 

where ~ is the complex (as a result of the possibility 
of photoionization) quantum defect, and Urn(R) is the 
ionic term. For R ~ 4 the terms (33) are stabilized. As 
the atoms separate these states decay, and this can ex
plain the observed Pennin~ peak in the energy spectrum 
of the ionization electrons130 ) 

A +B---A,,'B"'-+-A ++e+B. (34) 

A detailed analysis of the states AtiBm can be carried 
out in terms of the model of interacting scattering cen
ters proposed previously. [3l) Neglecting the negative in
fluence of the electron on direct interaction of the cores, 
we will write the Hamiltonian of the system in the form 

H(r) ~«-IM) -1Ir+1I0A') f+ V,.+H A • B , (35) 

where f is the unit matrix, VeB is the matrix of inter
action of the electron with atom B, whose non diagonal 
elements are ~esponsible for auto ionization at large 
dista~lCes, [32] HA+B is+ the matrix Hamiltonian of the 
quaslmolecular ion A B: 

Hu== (HA •B) us<-~'I2R', lJ,,== (HA •B) ,,""(J)B-~m/2R' (36) 

({30 and {3m are the polarizability of atom B in the ground 
state and the metastable state, {30 « (3m), 

Hn"" (HA • B ) !2""C exp (-1-2EA·R) (37) 

is the exchange interaction in the system A+B (EK is 
the ionization potential of the ion). 

The interactions ueA+ and ueB depend on the distances 
to the nucleus of ion A and atom B, respectively, and if 
their overlap can be neglected, then the problem of find
ing the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (35) reduces to 

FIG. 3. Terms of the zeroth ap
proximation (in Hd for the quasi
molecule ABm (UW and Un) and of 
the ion AB+ (lfm and If) with 
existence of a pseudocrossing in the 
system of ionic terms. (Only the 
terms of the n-th state of the Ryd
berg crowdings are shown.) 
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solution of a system of algebraic equations containing 
the physical amplitudes for scattering[21,31] of the elec
tron by A + and B. Taking into account, for example, only 
s scattering of the electron, we obtain 

(R) G '(E (R» x .. ·(R) 
x. - c -00 = x, (R)-Re Gc'(E)-ilm Gc(E,R) 

Gc'(E) = lim [Gc(R, R', E)-1/2ltIR-R'll, (38) ..... ' 
where w(R) = [(Hll -H22 )2 + 4H~2y/2 is the adiabatic split
ting of the ionic terms, ;(0 is the matrix of the boundary 
conditions, which determines the scattering of the slow 
electron by atom B:[33] 

(8) . .. • OCR) + ,., O(Jl) +.' . 
x, -xu eos -2- x" sm -2- '11.,,0 sm e (R), 

•. OCR) OCR) 
x.(R) ~xu sm' -2- +'11.,,0 cos' -2-' - -x,,' sin 0 (R), 

Xu(R) ==1/2 (Xu'-x"O) sin OCR) +'11.,,' cos O(R), 

tgO(R) =2H,,1 (H,,-H,,) , (39) 

Analysis of the solutions of Eqs. (38) shows that mainly 
only terms of states with 1 A 'f 0 are broadened; 

~,(R) -M(R) -ill,(R). (40) 

For R» 1 we have 

~,' (R) =/t-' arcctg x. (R)-yRI2, (41) 

. . • • xu' (R) 1m G~+l (1Il-1/2n') 
6,(R)=sm (lt~L) [x,(R)-ReGc'(1Il-1/2n')]'+[ImG~+)(E,R)1" (42) 

For fixed R the probability of autoionization is 

rn(R) =1i(R)/n', (43) 

i.e., it decreases rapidly with increase of n. However, 
at the moment of stabilization of the n-th term r n - n 
(since K12 ~ H12(Ku - K22)n2), i.e., for n - H~~/2 the widths 
of the levels become of the order of the distances be
tween them. Therefore for small velocities of the nuc-
lei all highly excited states succeed in decaying already 
at small distances (R - 4) and the peak of Penning elec
trons is formed mainly in subsequent decays[29] of the 
term with n = 1. However, we can expect that for higher 
energies there will also appear in the differential spectra 
groups of peaks corresponding to decay of excited Pen
ning states (n> 1). 

4. Under conditions of accidental resonance of a Pen
ning level with an atomic autoionization level, i.e., in 
cases where the excitation energy of the metastable 
atom Bm is close to the excitation energy of one of the 
inner electrons of atom A w A (this occurs, for example, 
for the pair Hg Hem), a pseudo crossing of these terms 
is possible (Fig. 4) and the question arises of the proba
bility of nonadiabatic transitions between them. In order 
to include this possibility in the discussion, it is neces
sary to separate the additional channel of electron mo
tion in the field of the quasimolecular core in explicit 
form. For this purpose the system is conveniently des
cribed by the two-channel Lippman-Schwinger equation 
with an optical potential taking into account transitions 
to states of the elastic channel corresponding to the un
excited quasimolecular ion: 

'I' .=G.V •• G.(V •• 'I'.+ V •• 'I' ,), 

'I' .=G. V"G. (V,. '1'.+ V •• '1'.). (44) 

Here Gs is the Green's function of the outer electron in 
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FIG. 4. Pseudocrossing of Penning 
term Um(R) with the autoionization 
term Ua.i·(R). 

the field of the ionic core of the s-th configuration (the 
indices a and b indicate the excitation channel, and the 
index zero denotes the elastic channel E = Eo = Es +ws ). 

It is assumed that the pseudocrossing occurs at suf
ficiently large distances permitting us to neglect direct 
intercore exchange of excitation. The separated non
diagonal interactions of the electron VOa and V Ob are 
responsible for inelastic transitions respectively in 
systems Aa•1• and B-. In the two-resonance approxima
tion,taking into account only decays and interactions of 
the states discussed, we have for the energy levels of 
the system the equation 

(E-00 ... -8a·i.(R)-«(l):·i· IV.,G.V •• I(l):·i.» (E-ooB-8 ... (R) 

-«(l)IV .. G,V,.I/l))=«(l)~L 1V •• G.V •• I(l)«(l) 1V •• G,Voal (l);.L ). (45) 

Here €a.i.(R) and ~i"i. are the binding energy and the 
wave function of the electron in the auto ionization state 
of atom A interacting with unexcited atom B (Without 
taking into account inelastic transitions); €A(R) and ~ 
are the binding energy and wave function of the electron 
of atom A in the ground state, calculated with inclusion 
of the elastic interaction with the metastable atom Bm. 

The exchange interaction of the decaying states (the 
right-hand part in Eq. (45» depends, as can easily be 
seen, on the probability of decay of the corresponding 
nonintera~ting states, i.e., on the atomic autoionization 
width r a•1. and the Penning autoionization width r m(R), 

A~x(R)-ra·i.rm(R)/(kR)', k'=2(CtlA+e a.i.). (46) 

In the !llost interesting cases we have kR» 1 and A~x 
« ra.1.rm , i.e., the exchange interaction of the type 
discussed, intrOduced by exchange of an electron, cannot 
be the cause of nonadiabatic transitions between quasi
stationary states. 

1)The probability of autoionization of the quasimolecule in a collision 
time to is as a rule small (fto - 0.1 (ref. 7)), and therefore a, neE), 
and the rate constant of process (I) are proportional [8) to r. 
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